“The SWFL Scout Safety Guy”

RISK MANAGEMENT AWARD?
WHY?
By now, most adult leaders are aware of the new council award: the Council Risk Management Award. Why this award, and
what is Risk Management?
For years, we volunteer leaders have involved safety into our particular programs. Some of this was so common that it was
mind numbing routine, like the ‘routine’ annual meeting location safety check. Other practices are specified exactly in how to
do safety checks, and how to conduct the program; ie: aquatics and shooting sports.
Risk Management procedures tie all those individual safety checks into a program where safety is the medium (fluid) through
which all Scout programs operate. Risk Management enables us to create a culture of constant safety thought, much like an antivirus computer program works in the background an internet computer, ready to act when a hostile virus or worse starts to attack
the computer .
After going through your required checklists, a good way to further anticipate safety issues, is the “what if” method. When the
Scouts are engaged in an activity, have two or more adult leaders, and one or two youth leaders (those NOT leading the activity)
observe the activity and ask themselves continually: “What if this happens (an unanticipated event-such as the axe head flying
off during an axe demonstration)? Can “this” happen here today? How reasonable is it to expect that “this accident” might
happen today? How can we mitigate this risk?
Risk Management is a function of leadership where we identify risks, and then manage that risk with safety as our criterion by
controlling our exposure to the risk, or finding a way to minimize or avoid it. What kind of risks are we talking about? Look at
the new Council Risk Management Award form that came in your unit’s registration pack, the items there are a good starting
point. For whatever reason, youth on youth protection issues have begun occurring in greater frequency. So how do we manage
this increased exposure? We can 1) train our senior youth leaders the issues in youth protection 2) watch from a distance to
observe patrol and troop activities to ensure that there is no bullying 3) make it a matter that is routinely talked about at the
Scoutmaster’s minute, etc. National has a policy of boys not tenting together if there is a two year difference in their ages,
unless they are brothers. Has this been explained to the boys and their parents?
If you are going to do something new that you have not attempted before, have you thought about asking for helpful hints at the
Roundtable, or calling up the District Health and Safety chair and talking about it with that person?
Some more “what ifs” - What if you are assembling for a troop overnighter, and there a smell of possible alcohol on one of
your transporting parents’ breath? If the troop is going to do an inner tube float down the Itchnatucknee River, what if one of the
boys slips out of the bottom of the inner tube? Does your unit first aid kit have Wound Seal in it for any hemophiliacs or those
on coummadin? Does your first aid kit have a snake bite kit? What are your established unit procedures for dealing with a
person who has an asthma attack?
James C Fetterman, Risk Management Chair, SW Florida Council
This new quarterly newsletter will be sent to all registered key contact leaders with a specific topic of interest regarding risk management issues.

